Stichting Prisma | Netherlands
Healthcare

Stichting Prisma provides care and support for people with learning difficulties. As a welcoming and modern
organization, Stichting Prisma has a deep understanding of their clients’ requirements and appreciation for its
employees and volunteers. It provides far more than daily necessities and the standard ‘healthcare agreement’.
Stichting Prisma aims to build a lasting relationship with its clients in which happiness and quality of life are
paramount. The vision is to have an eye and an ear for the whole family so enters into dialogue with both carers
and clients in order to put in place the best possible arrangements.

A great software solution that makes everything much easier.
We are looking forward to integrate the uniFLOW scan workflows towards Google Drive and our Electronic Client Dossier
system.
Miranda van Doorn, I & C Administrator
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Customer Challenges and Requirements
Analysis of Stichting Prisma’s print and scan management environment confirmed it was
best to integrate the existing Google environment with uniFLOW as it was already familiar to
users, all of whom already had their own Google ID. Stichting Prisma also has a Google Cloud
Printer. The new solution had to be convenient for users without any requirement for special
connections other than the internet.

The Solution
CBC Netherlands offered a combination
of Canon MFDs and uniFLOW. To provide a
convenient print environment, uniFLOW was
connected to the existing Google Cloud Print
infrastructure which meant users had the
convenience of working with a familiar print
solution with the additional security benefits
provided by uniFLOW. All users can use the
print infrastructure without a mandatory VPN
connection. Users can authenticate via a PINcode and manage print jobs at a MFD of their
choosing.

Connected Devices
•
•
•

Canon iR ADV C5235i (85x)
Canon iR ADV C350i (80x)
Canon iR 1133iF with Release
Stations (30x)

Software Solution
•
•
•
•
•
•

uniFLOW Enterprise Edition
v5.4 SR9
Secure Print (My Print
Anywhere)
Statistics
SPP MEAP licenses (165x)
Release Stations (30x)
CMFP License

Benefits
By upgrading its printing infrastructure with uniFLOW, connected to Google Cloud print,
Stichting Prisma was able to provide a reliable print environment to all of its offices and users.
Documents are now secure and users have a clear overview of their print jobs.
Stichting Prisma now has a quick and simple overview of the print environment configurations
and can easily obtain insights regarding print and scan statistics e.g print volume and related
costs. Furthermore Stichting Prisma realized a reduction in costs by reducing the number of
VPN connections.
The print solution makes working easy and authentication at the device is fast. Users have
reduced their time spent printing by around 17%. Employees can now focus on their primary
role - providing care and support to their clients.
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